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Communicating with non-lender clients: Very, very different from 
lenders!! 
 

We are all familiar with doing appraisals for lenders. You get the initial 
order information, decide if you want to do it, then bid. Maybe a few 
questions, such as phone number does not work, etc. Maybe some back and 
forth on bidding.  
 Non-lender appraisals are completely different.    
 Communication with the client is critical. For example, the person who 
contacts you may be an estate trustee who knows nothing about appraisals. What 
about communicating your report so they can understand it? Is this person the 
client, or is it their attorney or accountant?  
 What does the client need? They may not know the possible effective dates. 
You typically do not get an order form sent to you. You must acquire the 
information. 
 Since I have been doing many types of non-lender work since 1986, I 
include examples from my own experience, especially on tough issues. I wish I 
would have had this information available in 1986, when I started my business. 
Fortunately, I met local appraisers at SREA and AIREA meetings who helped me a 
great deal.   
Wipe Fannie, FHA and other lender requirements from your mind! 
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 You are subject to USPAP and sometimes legal requirements, such as IRS 
definition of value.  
 You never put UAD code  or any other lender requirements into your 
appraisals.  
 You can always get comps or other data, even for difficult appraisals. If they 
are not very good, I explain in my report that they are less accurate than if better 
data was available and the value is less reliable. 
 You never use Fannie form reports.  
 You set your fee, turn time, etc.  
   
Two types of non-lender clients: Professional and Other 
 I have categorized them into Professional and Other. They are very 
different. See the table below. 
 Professionals are those have experience with real estate appraisers and 
appraisals. Examples include attorneys, CPAs, and Enrolled Agents. Also 
included are insurance companies, relocation companies, public agencies, etc.  
 "Others" have little or no experience using appraisers or appraisals. These 
are "private individuals".  
 
My experience with non-lender work 
 When I started my business in 1986, I had worked for an assessor's office 
and had never seen a Fannie form. I was open to all types of appraisal clients and 
uses. They were all new to me. I was a professional appraiser and knew how to 
appraise.  
 For the first 15-20 years I appraised many types of properties for many types 
of clients, such as: 
• Attorneys - expert witness, divorce, loss in value, estate, easements, bankruptcy, 
etc.  
• Insurance companies - improvements destruction, missed easement, etc.  
• Title company - missed easements, encroachment, etc.  
• Private individuals - selling home or lot to tenant or neighbor, private sale, estate 
• Commercial tenants and landlords - lease renewal, disputes 
• Relocation companies - future value 
• Government agencies - often a possible sale or purchase 
• Consulting - whether to buy or sell, reasonable price on listing, financial planning, 
etc.  
 Over time, I decided the types I preferred were estate/trust and private 
individuals. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Lender vs. non-lender factors 
      Lender   Non-lender 
 
How got your name  Appraiser list  Internet, referral   
        Previous client 
Appraiser requirement     State Certified  Professional qualifications 
Initial contact   Email or phone  Same 
Turn time       Lender decides   You decide 
Fee payment   Bill     COD, Billing paid before   
        appraisal delivered 
What is needed     Appraisal   Appraisal, consulting 
Bid competitors    Can be many  None or a few typically 
Property access   Quickly   Can be delayed 
Effective date  Date of inspection  Current, past, future 
Number of dates    One    One or more 
Turn time     Lender decides  You decide 
Type of value  Market Value  You decide 
Type of report    Lender defines  You decide 
Cert. and lim. Cond On appraisal form  You decide 
Engagement letter    From lender   You decide   
Type of appraisal    From lender   You decide 
Use of appraisal    Mortgage Lending  You decide 
Communicate Report Lender decides  You must match to client 
   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Summary of Professional vs. Other clients 

   Professionals       Others 
   
Order communication  Not difficult  Can be tricky 
What do they need?  Need to clarify Can be tricky 
Regular client   Often   Sometimes 
Selling your services  Typical  Can take time explaining 
Order info    Typical  Can be tricky  
Who is client   Not too difficult Can be tricky   
3rd parties    Resolve issues Can be tricky 
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Who is the client? 
 This is a very critical question as it determines who you owe confidentiality to 
and who pays your fee.  
 This can be tricky. If a divorce, is it the husband's or wife's attorney, or both 
attorneys. If an estate, in my area it is often the executor or trustee, who pays the 
fee.  
 I recently was interviewed by two opposing attorneys who had two 
appraisals on a 4 unit property that were very different and the two brothers could 
not agree on a value. They were looking for a third appraiser.  
 However, one of the brothers did all the management and repairs. I 
suggested that my clients be the two attorneys. One of the brothers definitely had a 
conflict of interest as the value was based on the income and expenses.   
 
The initial contact by a prospect 
 The person may or may not know much about appraisers and appraisals. 
Match your communication with who they are. Be sure to ask if they have any 
questions 
 You are the expert and need to tell them why. For example, "I have done 
many appraisals over the past 15 years in your neighborhood." Or, "I live in 
Alameda and know the market very well (for an Alameda property).   
 Don't forget selling and closing. Always ask for the assignment, such as 
"when would you like to schedule an appointment at the house" or "I will email you 
an engagement letter tomorrow." 
 As you can see below, there are a lot of questions that are not asked when 
doing a lender appraisal.  
 When I get an email inquiry, I ask for the address so I can check out public 
records for the property. I also do street and aerial views. If it is a phone call, I run 
public records while speaking with them to get basic information.  
 How did they get your name? I have always asked this question so I can 
thank the referrer and know what marketing is working for me. This is critical for 
marketing purposes. If a referral, who is it from (so you can thank the person)? 
About half of mine come from "the internet". They seldom remember how they got 
your name (probably Google) 
 What is their connection to the property? Owner, trustee, attorney, 
accountant, tenant, seller, etc. 
 Why do you need an appraisal? Maybe they want to list their property (a 
common situation). I suggest contacting local real estate agents. If they need a 
referral, I give them two names.  
 What is the actual address? It is not unusual for the address they give to not 
match public records, so you can get more info while you are speaking on the 
phone.   
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 Who is the owner? I check public records and ask if this is the owner and the 
correct address. There may be multiple owners.   
 How do you get access to the property? 
 Who is the primary contact person(s)? 
 What is the effective date of the appraisal? 
 More questions below.  
 
What are you appraising?  
 You are appraising the land and the structures on the land. 
 The first question is what are the lot dimensions. Assessor's office plat maps 
are not a legal description. Lender appraisers can sometimes have problems with 
this. 
 This can be unclear. Many people, including attorneys, don't know this. 
 Having a current title report available is unusual. Sometimes there is an old 
one.  
 If I am not clear on the property boundaries, I always require a legal 
description. Fortunately, my MLS supplies deed recordings for a nominal fee. For 
example, I was asked to appraise an apartment property built partially on an old 
sea wall built in the mid 1800s. The assessor's plat map was not accurate. I 
obtained the legal description, went to the property and followed the metes and 
bounds description.  
 I may require a survey, particularly if in a rural or semi-rural area.  
 In my city, it is not unusual for people to own adjacent properties. 
Sometimes improvements such as garages are built on (overlap) both properties.  
 Leased fee or fee simple? Is there a tenant (commercial properties usually)? 
If so, I require a copy of any current leases and any older leases. If a home, is it on 
leased land? Are there any easements? 
 
Highest and best use (HBU) 
 I was trained at an assessor's office. The first question on every property 
was "what is the highest and best use". We always did a land appraisal, which 
made this more clear.  
 Unfortunately, most residential lender appraisers just “check the box” and 
seldom encounter (or see) this issue. They have been trained not to see it. If the 
HBU is not the current use, the lender may not want to do the loan and you lose the 
appraisal order.  
 When you see two appraisals that are very different in value, it is typically a 
HBU issue.  
 For commercial properties, the current use may or may not be the HBU, as 
uses change over time. 
 HBU may be affected by planning and zoning requirements, changes in 
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nearby properties, etc.  
 When appraising raw land or a property with a large lot or acreage, be very 
careful. 
 I strongly suggest taking a class in HBU for residential with case studies. I 
strongly recommend live or  
virtual as HBU is a difficult topic. 
 Having another appraiser to call is very, very helpful for HBU issues. Several 
local residential appraisers call me when they have a problem.   
 You need to have someone to call. Maybe an appraisal instructor or another 
very knowledgeable appraiser who can "think out of the box" of lender appraisals.  
 It is best to have a local appraiser. Online is possible, if it is a local 
discussion group. Unfortunately, online HBU (and other) issues deteriorate quickly 
and participants don't know your local market.   
 
Value pressure - high or low 
 I prefer to know if they are "looking for" a high or low value so I can write 
appropriate comments in my appraisal report. Some appraisers do not want to 
know. 
 I prefer to make it clear up front that I use the most probable sales price (bell 
shaped curve), not the highest or lowest. Then, they can try to find a "deal maker" 
appraiser if that is what they want. 
 It is somewhat unusual not to have a client who prefers a high or a low 
appraisal, for various reasons. For example, for a private sale, the buyer prefers a 
lower value and the seller prefers a higher value.  
 For estates, most of my appraisals are to establish a value when the first 
spouse passes for a stepup in basis for capital gains purposes. When my husband 
died, I saved hundreds of thousands of dollars of capital gains taxes when I sold 
our house 4 years later as prices had gone up significantly. If the second spouse 
dies, a lower value is preferred to reduce capital gains. There is more pressure on 
lower values.   
 This is particularly important for attorney clients who often have the most 
value pressure. They want to win. I have lost some attorney clients for not making 
my appraisal fit what they wanted.  
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What about apartments where there is little information available as the 
person is deceased? 
 Usually, you ask your client to find out the rents and expenses on the 
effective date of the appraisal. If there is a property manager, it is easy. If it was 
managed by the deceased, records they can find may be spotty. This is not 
unusual. You just have to do the best you can. 
 The family members sometimes have limited information as they have not 
recently seen the properties. For example, to confirm which utilities were 
separately metered, I often count the meters. But, they could not find the water 
meters. There was also a problem with a non-legal unit. Both required that I do 
additional research.  
 A few years ago I appraised 15 properties, including 12 apartment 
properties, where the owner fell down the basement stairs, hit his head on 
concrete and died. (Note: Ever since then I have been very, very careful going 
down basement stairs.) His two sisters came from New Orleans to handle the 
estate. There was limited information available as he managed the properties 
himself.  
 The value was relatively current, so the clients obtained information on the 
current rents that were being paid, utility bills, etc. The city building department had 
records on any repairs done with permits.  
 Of course, this additional work was reflected in my fee.  
 
Scope of Work changes 
 This happens sometimes with lender appraisals, but are fairly 
straightforward. 
 Be sure you get your scope of work carefully explained to your client, 
especially if an "Other" client.  
 Non-lender scope of work can have changes, sometimes significant, after 
you get the appraisal order. The changes can affect your fee. 
 For example, you start your preliminary research and find out that the 
property does not conform to current zoning and planning requirements. It will take 
more time to determine if it does conform (measuring improvement locations, 
getting a survey, etc.   
 
Rent surveys for homes and your fee 
 Sometimes market rent is needed for a home: current and/or retrospective. 
This can be needed for estate and divorce appraisals. The farther back in time, the 
higher my fee. This information can be difficult to obtain. I have gone back as far as 
20 years, with an estimated market rent for each year.  
 I charge by the date. For example, 20 annual estimated rent times $50. I use 
a Bay Area rental service with data that far back. It is not cheap and I pass that cost 
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on to the client.  
 I also need any changes to the property over time, affecting the rent.  
 
Retrospective appraisals: How far back in time - available sales, property 
changes and your fee 
 For me, the most difficult information to obtain is what the property was like 
on the effective date of the appraisal.  
 Your fee (and whether or not you accept the assignment) depends on what 
information is available on the subject as of the effective date and if you have (or 
can get) sales data.  
 If the effective date is in the 1960s (or earlier), for example, often local 
newspapers are used. Sales prices are available on public records, although it 
may take some searching.  
 If the property has changed after the effective date, I often interview the 
most knowledgeable person then go with them to inspect the property, looking for 
any improvements. I look for new paint and floor coverings, new roof, remodeling, 
etc. It is easier to do when at the property.  
 If the property has been sold, or demolished or had significant damage, I 
interview the listing agent (sale), neighbors, etc.   
 I received a call from a woman whose spouse died in January 2002. They 
purchased the home in 1966 and she sold it in 2018. To avoid capital gains taxes, 
she needed an appraisal for the 2002 date. I have MLS data going back that far, 
plus the subject was listed, so I was able to get information on the condition of the 
home when it sold. I looked at permit histories, interviewed the real estate agent 
and the owner, to estimate what it was like in 2002. The home had been fixed up 
and staged for sale but I was unable to see the interior. There were some floor plan 
issues.  
 Another home I appraised had turned from a crack house (on date of death) 
into a completely remodeled home. The property had been sold and access was 
not available. The owner's grandson had moved in and done drug dealing. A 
relative had remodeled the home with spotty information. I interviewed relatives, 
neighbors, listing agent, etc. and did the best that I could do. 
 In most states, how far back you can go in time for a retrospective value 
does not have significant data issues. Assessment information is very useful. 
However, I am in California where assesment data has not been updated since 
1979 for most properties. Proposition 13 in 1979 eliminated any increases in 
assessed value except for market conditions (up and down), new improvements 
and a sale of the property.  
 For values prior to 1980 I tell the owner to contact the assessor's office to get 
property data and the consider using the assessor's office value close to the 
effective date.  
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Effective date (s) of appraisals - current, retrospective and prospective 
 This is key factor for some appraisals. Be sure you get the date(s) correct.  
 Clients need retrospective appraisals for many reasons. For divorce, it can 
be the current date, date of separation, dates when improvements were made, etc. 
or any combination of the above dates.  
 For damaged properties, the client may need current and "as of" date of 
damage.  
 A few years ago, I did an estate appraisal for a 56 unit apartment property. 
The client was paying significant capital gains taxes. Values had declined, so I 
recommended using the 6 months alternate valuation date, 6 months after the date 
of death.  
 All of their properties had to have the same effective date. The family home 
had gone up in value, but not the apartment property. 1 month before that date, 
there was a significant rent control vote, with 2 competing measures. One was the 
current rent control, relatively weak, instituted 1 year before. The other measure 
would have meant one of the strictest rent controls in the country in Alameda. Of 
course, there was no interest in the property until after the vote. I submitted 100+  
page reports for the date of death and alternate valuation date. They saved tens of 
thousands in capital gains tax.  
 In your state, the assessor may have good information for old effective dates 
without MLS data or other records.  
 
Are any property reports available? 
 I always ask and include the request in my engagement letter. I prefer to get 
anything I can. I know  few appraisers who say they got too much.  
 I ask for (depending on the property) structural pest control inspections, cost 
and dates of improvements, income and expenses, home inspection reports, 
environmental reports, easements and other use restrictions, building plans, etc.  
 
Fee payment - COD, billing, etc. 
 For homes I usually collect a check at the home on the day of inspection and 
provide a short Engagement Letter (if I have not already sent one). For 
assignments that are over $1,000, I require 50% in advance and 50% before they 
get the appraisal(s).  
 I never discuss the value, or release the appraisal, until I am paid.  
 Billings can sometimes be difficult to collect. I always require payment from 
private individuals as collecting from them is tricky due to collection laws.   
 Extending credit to attorneys can be risky as it does not cost them much to 
delay payment requests, especially if they lose their case. I prefer not to extend 
credit for new attorney clients, particularly for litigation. They can also be slow 
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paying.  
 Public agencies are notoriously slow paying. They do pay, but it can take a 
long time. If you are thinking about working for a public agency, check with local 
appraisers about how promptly they pay.  
 
What is your fee? 
 If someone's first question is "what do you charge" it very seldom results in 
an assignment. There is always someone cheaper.  
 In today’s very slow lender appraisal market many lender appraisers are 
trying to get non-lender work with very low fees. You must explain why the client 
should hire you for a higher fee. They don’t want to fail an IRS audit on their estate 
tax return.  
 As you can see in this article, you should be charging significantly more for 
non-lender appraisals than for lender appraisals. For example my house fee for 
estates is $850 with the typical lender fee of $450.  
 I never quote a fee before I get my critical questions answered. I do not like 
to increase the fee after accepting the assignment, but I have done it. Sometimes I 
just return the fee as the appraisal is getting too complicated with difficult issues.  
 I recently returned two $1,500 checks for apartment appraisals that got too 
complicated with issues I did not want to deal with (fighting brothers - one was the 
property manager, "hidden" life estate).  
 I have returned fees in the past from "crazy people" who were a big nuisance 
after inspecting the property. In both cases, I was not the first appraiser to return 
the fee.  
 
Turn times vary widely 
 Wipe from your mind lender turn times. You decide your turn time, not the 
client.  
 I always ask if the appraisal is needed by a certain date, such as filing an 
estate tax IRS form.  
 Attorneys sometimes just want to name you as an expert witness. They 
don't know when, or if, they will need an appraisal.  
 I prefer not to give a definite date for sending the appraisal as I never know 
for sure how long it will take. Also, then I am not "locked into" a specific date.  
 If the client needs an appraisal by a specific date, such as filing a tax return 
or other reasons, I will accept it if I can complete it by the specified date.  
 I always do bail bond appraisals as fast as possible. All cash, up front, 
significantly higher fees. But, sometimes I must put my other appraisals on hold to 
complete them.  
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Time from initial contact to delivering appraisal can be a very long time 
 That is why I don't like to give turn times.  
 Sometimes there is more than one contact person. Coordinating can be a 
challenge.  
 Client does not return multiple emails or phone calls. Attorneys seem to be 
particularly bad about this. 
 Waiting for signed engagement letter with payment.  
 Waiting for information from the client such as reports, deeds, income and 
expenses, etc..  
 Delayed access to the property is not unusual.  I appraised 5 small 
apartment properties for 4 brothers who were trying to decide what they wanted to 
do with them. Took 3 months to get access to 4 of them, then another 2 months to 
get access to the 5th property.  
  
Engagement letters 
 There are two basic types of engagement letters: litigation and non-litigation.  
 For non-litigation on one property, such as a house, I use a simple letter, 
especially for “Other” clients.  
 For Professional clients I use something similar to the Appraisal Institute's 
suggested letter. Google Appraisal Institute Engagement letter. Liability Insurance 
Administrators has a similar sample.  
 I wrote about litigation engagement letters in my previous article on expert 
witness. They are often many pages long (20-40 pages). Many appraisers receive 
suggested letters from their litigation attorney clients. I have received a few.  
 
Insurance companies 
 This is typically for a completely destroyed property. If there is a disaster, 
appraisers are needed.  
 You may need two values: before and after the incident. Be sure you have 
the correct effective date(s).  
 If you are required to do this after a fire be sure to find out how far prior the 
fire. This can be difficult and controversial. Get a copy of Randall Bell's book, Real 
Estate Damages, Third Edition available from the Appraisal Institute. He is The 
Expert.  
 I have not done any disaster appraisals, but know many appraisers who 
have. You can find good information online as there seem to be increasing 
disasters. Check with other appraisers and see how they are handling the disaster 
appraisals.  
 Determining what the property was like before it was destroyed is very 
difficult, especially if all that is left is the fireplace and maybe the foundation. You 
have to do the best you can.  
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 I did an appraisal on a local popular restaurant that had a fire. What was left 
was completely demolished and removed before I saw the property. I was one of 
the few locals who had never eaten there. I contacted the owners for photos, 
spoke with many people who had eaten there, checked building department and 
assessor's records, etc.  
 I have never done one for a home. There was a disaster here in 1991 
(Oakland, CA firestorm). I had done many appraisals of homes there that were 
destroyed. I could not even find them as all that was left was fireplaces (the 
foundations were destroyed). It made me so sad, I was unable to work there for 
two years.  
 Unfortunately, the best source of info was family photos. But, many 
residents left them behind when they fled the fire.  
 Appraisers used assessor's and building department records, previous 
listings, family interviews, etc.  
 
Public agencies 
 These appraisals can take a long time to get a contract, plus a long time to 
get paid. For larger assignments, they sometimes send out multiple bid requests. I 
have an MAI and get a lot of them. 
 I have worked for two local cities. I was requested to appear and possibly 
testify at a city council meeting, but was not called to speak. I was the only bidder 
on the two appraisals I did. One was for a fire station and the other was a 
residential property.  
 I decided not to do any more as I did not like the hurry up and wait, but they 
may work for you.  
 
Should you do non-lender work? 
 Most residential appraisers do both lender and non-lender work. This is what 
I did until I quit doing residential lender appraisals in 2005, primarily because of the 
wide swings in volume of lender work.  
 If you specialize in high demand, very good fee appraisals such as divorce, 
you may be able to only do non-lender work. I have always done both commercial 
and residential appraisals, which has allowed me to eliminate residential lender 
appraisals.  
 I like figuring out the various "puzzles": who is the client, what is being 
appraised, highest and best use, etc. I don't mind dealing with the communication 
issues.  
 I specialize in estate and trust as that is what I prefer. I feel "called" to help 
people who have had someone die and have personal experience with it (spouse, 
mother, brother, favorite in-law). I always take time to let them tell me about the 
person who passed, family issues, etc. In contrast, divorce appraisals had too 
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many "personal" issues for me. But, I have never been divorced. Maybe you are 
"called" to a particular type of non-lender client also.  
 Try an estate, relocation, sale to a tenant or friend, or another type of 
appraisal to see how you like it.  
  AMCs do not care about quality. They focus on fee and turn time. You have 
time now to consider non-lender clients who see you as a professional appraiser 
and are not shopping for the cheapest and fastest appraisals. 
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=================================================== 
 
Tips for Dealing with Complex Residential Appraisals 
 
By Joseph Lynch 
 

The Covid pandemic has led to a massive increase in appraisal waivers with 
appraisal demand for low-risk borrowers and well-understood properties dropping 
significantly. The rapid rise in high interest rates has led to a further drop in 
appraisal volumes for the typical residential appraiser. The future demand for 
simple residential assignments will continue to drop. However, the difficult, 
complex assignments will be available for those appraisers willing and able to 
accept them. Now is the time to prepare for accepting complex residential 
appraisals. 
 This article is not intended to be an in-depth examination of the many ways a 
residential appraisal can be complex nor how to solve every complex appraisal 
problem you encounter. Instead, the purpose of this article is to get you thinking 
about the issues involved with complex residential assignments.  
 I will offer two definitions of complex assignments, discuss categories of 
complexity, provide examples I've encountered in my business recently, mention 
business considerations, offer some problem-solving techniques, and will break 
down in detail an assignment with a lot of issues.  Finally, I offer advice for 
increasing your skills with complex residential assignments. 
 
What is a Complex Residential Appraisal? 
 The FDIC uses the following definition for complex residential appraisals. 
 "Complex 1-to-4 family residential property appraisal means one in which 
the property to be appraised, the form of ownership, or market conditions are 
atypical."  Reference: FDIC Law, Regulations, Related Acts 2000-Rules and 
Regulations, Part 
323-Appraisalsecfr.gov/current/title-12/chapter-III/subchapter-B/part-323   
 
Atypical is the key word. But what is an "atypical" assignment? 
 The California Bureau of Real Estate Appraisers (BREA) uses a slightly 
different definition.  
 From the Fall 2015 edition of The California Appraiser: 
Q: What constitutes a "complex" assignment? 
A: This is a report in which the scope of work had to be expanded to address some 
unusual property or ownership attribute. 
Examples of "complex" are: 
• A unit in a community land trust might provide an example involving ownership 
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type. 
• A house abutting an auto body shop might be an example of an external 
complication that might have a negative impact on value. 
• A property in which you have to pass through the kitchen to get to the only 
bathroom would reflect a complication in functional utility. 
 These are the kinds of properties that help the Bureau of Real Estate 
Appraisers (BREA) decide whether a residential (AL) upgrading to a certified 
residential (AR) can handle the more demanding assignments."  Reference: 
www.orea.ca.gov/pdf/15-350_Fall_Newsletter.pdf , Page 10 
 The BREA definition has the very practical idea that expanding an 
assignment's scope of work from the typical assignment implies complexity. 
However, like the FDIC definition, there is a relative aspect. If most properties in an 
area are custom homes on large acreage lots, the typical assignment in that area 
is what most of us would consider at least somewhat complex. 
 

What Makes a Residential Appraisal Complex? 
 Residential appraisals can be complex for many reasons. Some broad 
categories with examples include: 
  
Highest and Best Use 
• Is the subject's highest and best use as a single-family residence, as vacant land, 
or as a commercial property? 
• The most dangerous issue to get wrong is highest and best use. If you get the 
highest and best use wrong, you can be significantly wrong on your value and 
leave yourself open to sanction and lawsuits. 
 
Ownership 
• What is the value of a life tenancy? 
• The subject is part of a co-housing project. What effect, if any, on the subject's 
market value given that it is part of a co-housing project? 
 
Rapidly Changing Market 
• The largest employer in the county announced yesterday that it was closing. 
What effect does this have on the subject's market value? 
• An earthquake hit the area. What is the value of the subject on the day before the 
earthquake and the day the earthquake hit? 
• A pandemic has hit. Local real estate markets have frozen because of massive 
uncertainty over the future and public policy decisions that have ended the ability 
for potential buyers to see the inside of listings (April, 2020 in my markets). 
 

  

http://www.orea.ca.gov/pdf/15-350_Fall_Newsletter.pdf
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Data 
• No Central Data Repository  
• What if 30% of the sales in the market are pocket listings (listings not included in 
the MLS but instead handled by one office)? How do you get that data? Are pocket 
listings truly representative of the subject's market value? 
• How do you find SFR rental data when there is no central database of rentals? 
• Overlapping MLS Systems 
• Need to check both MLS systems for data 
• Need to purge duplicate entries during data analysis 
• Scarcity of Sales 
• What is the current market value of the subject when the last competitive sale 
was 12 months ago? 
• How do you determine market direction when the overall market is 
non-conforming with few sales? 
• Unreliable Data 
• Some areas or property types are notorious for unreliable property 
characteristics, complicating analysis. 
 
Property Characteristics 
• Location 
• Lot Size 
• Over-improvement 
• Under-improvement 
• Unusual Design 
• Unusual Amenities 
• Accessory Dwellings 
• Condition 
• High Quality Design 
• Income Production 
• Lot shape/configuration 
 
Stigma 
• Death in a home 
• What is the value impact of a notorious murder in a home? Will anyone live there 
or is highest and best use to tear the home down? 
• Toxic waste nearby 
• What is the value impact of living near a Superfund site? 
 
Time 
 Private party work sometimes calls for dates of value much older than the 
typical residential lending assignment. How do you know the condition of the 
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subject when your date of value is 10 years ago? How do you verify your data 
when the agents involved retired five years ago? How do you find your data when 
your date of value is prior to the start of MLS in your area? 
 

Some Methods for Dealing with Complexity 
 
Expand Your Scope of Work 
 Complex residential appraisals require more work by nature. Expect to 
spend more time on the assignment and to take the necessary steps to address 
any complexity. 
 
Define your Subject's Market 
 When you first realize that you might have a complex assignment on your 
hands, spend some time considering the subject's market. Where would potential 
buyers of the subject look for competitive homes? This is the starting point for your 
data collection. 
 
Unpeel the Onion-Expand Outward Geographically 
 For complex assignments, you often need to expand outside of the typical 
box for your search for comparables. Should you limit your comparable data 
search to only the subject's neighborhood? Or does it make sense to look 
throughout the subject's city? Or is it one of the best homes in the county? Does it 
have regional appeal? 
 
Research, Research, Research! 
 Be exhaustive in your search for data. Dig through your data sources for 
comparables. Call agents active in the subject's sub-market and pick their brains 
for sales data and ask for opinions regarding the subject's complex issue. Build a 
network of local appraisers you can rely on for both data and advice.  
 When you have a very complex assignment, knowing who to call for advice 
is crucial. It's just as important to maintain your relationships with other real estate 
professionals by sharing your knowledge with others. 
 
Time 
 Time is your friend when dealing with a complex residential assignment.  In 
general, time adjustments are the easiest and most reliable adjustments to make. 
Don't limit your comparable search to the lender box of 3 months/6 months/12 
months back. Go back as far as necessary to deal with your subject's complexity. 
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Prior Sale of the Subject 
 A special case of going back in time for comparables is to consider the prior 
sale of the subject. Using the prior sale of the subject is a great way to deal with 
issues unique to the subject such as location or a physical characteristic. If you're 
lucky, the subject has sold within a reasonable time frame and can be time 
adjusted forward to be used as a comparable. The prior sale of the subject can 
be your best comparable. 
 Even if you can't use the prior sale of the subject as a direct comparable, you 
can use the prior sale of the subject to examine what your subject's market is and 
what a possible adjustment for the factor might be.  
 The last time the subject sold, what did other homes nearby sell for? Which 
ones appear to have been reasonably similar in characteristics and price? What 
was the subject's competitive market? What did the listing agent for the subject 
say about the prior sale of the subject? 
 
Bracket the Factor of Complexity 
 This is somewhat obvious-if at all possible, bracket the factor of complexity. 
This creates a box around the impact of the complex feature and lends credibility to 
how you dealt with the issue.  
 One significant benefit of bracketing is that lending clients understand 
bracketing well. For example, if your subject is facing a busy street, you can use a 
sale on a much busier street to establish a bottom on the subject's external 
obsolescence from its negative location. 
 
Qualitative Analysis 
 From the Dictionary of Real Estate, 5th Edition, Qualitative Analysis is the 
process of accounting for differences that are not quantified. Qualitative analysis is 
very useful for answering subjective questions and as a starting point for 
understanding the subject's place in the market.  
 You can use qualitative analysis to place the subject overall in a group of 
competitive sales or you can use it to analyze specific property characteristics. 
• Where does the subject fit in the neighborhood? Is the subject the best home, the 
worst home, or relatively typical? What does this mean for comparable selection? 
• How does the quality of the subject's kitchen remodel compare to other homes in 
the neighborhood? 
• The subject is halfway up a mountain with panoramic views looking west. How 
does the subject's view compare to homes near the bottom of the mountain? How 
does the subject's view compare to homes at the top with views in all directions? 
• The subject is a spec home built from relatively common plans. It is a step up 
from nearby tract homes but is a step down from truly custom homes. 

The subject's position in the market can help you zero in on value. Along 
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with bracketing, qualitative analysis can help you understand a needed adjustment 
for a characteristic. 
 
Consider Proxies if No Better Data Exists 
 Sometimes data research finds a sale not directly competitive with the 
subject, but is affected by the same issue of complexity. This supplemental sale 
can help you understand the impact on the subject.  
 For example, the subject is a small home on a busy street with no recent 
competitive sales on a similar busy street. However, there are sales of much larger 
homes on the same street plus similar large models on quiet streets.  
 The larger home sales can be a guide for a reasonable location adjustment. 
 Caution: Sometimes proxies can be misleading. What is true for one market 
segment may not be true for another so be sure to be exhaustive in your data 
search before moving to proxies. 
 
Survey Market Participants 
 Conduct a formal survey of market participants to measure the group's 
opinion of the impact of the complex factor. When you have no data, a formal 
survey can provide guidance for how to deal with a complex issue. However, it's 
very easy to introduce bias in a survey so spend time constructing it. This article 
offers advice. http://www.wikihow.com/Conduct-a-Survey  
  
Partner with an Expert 
 Find someone with expertise in dealing with your subject's complex issue. 
During the assignment, you are required to develop competency if you do not have 
it, a USPAP requirement. Having help can speed up the learning curve and 
produce results faster. 
 
Use Common Sense! 
 Whatever you do, before sending the report on, put on your appraiser cap 
(thanks George!), and ask yourself, does it make sense? 
 
Explain Yourself 
 Complex appraisal assignments require a higher level of analysis and a 
higher level of communication. The subject is unusual, you had to take unusual 
steps to determine the impact of the complexity, and the reader of the report 
deserves an explanation.  
 Be as clear as possible in explaining the complex issue(s), your methods for 
dealing with the complexity, and your logic and reasoning. 
 

  

http://www.wikihow.com/Conduct-a-Survey
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Business Considerations 
 Complex assignments take more time and require specialized expertise. 
Charge for your time! If a complex assignment will take twice as long as a typical 
assignment, charge at least twice as much as you would normally. Charge more 
than you think you should for something you haven't dealt with before 
because your time estimate is likely low. 
 Complex assignments can clog your production queue when you're busy so 
budget extra time to give you time to think through the assignment. 
 Consider your client. Does the client really want an expert on this 
assignment or are the client expectations unrealistic? Does the client need an 
expert and maybe you're not? 
 It's OK to pass on any assignment. 
 USPAP requires competency or that you develop competency during 
the course of the assignment. Don't get in trouble! 
 
Examples 
 These are examples of complex assignments I've completed to 
highlight some of thee techniques. 
 

 
 
 
1.  Backs Arterial  

I appraised a home that backed a four lane, 45 mph major arterial. This 
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assignment was somewhat complex because of the subject's location backing the 
major roadway and the lack of recent competitive sales in a similar location.  
 I went back four years to find the most recent competing sale backing the 
arterial and time adjusted it forward. I discussed the comparable sale with both the 
listing agent and buyer's agent and found that this sale was on the corner of the 
busy street and the less busy street entering the subdivision.  
 The comparable sale had an inferior location compared to the subject 
because it was directly exposed to noise from the busy street along the side of the 
home directly open to the intersection. I adjusted this sale up slightly for inferior 
location and adjusted the rest of my comparables more for superior location.  
 I used time to find a good comparable and qualitative analysis to compare 
the subject's location to the dated sale and other comparables to place it in its 
market.  I also consulted with a market expert (thanks Bill!) to understand where I 
should be looking for comparables. 
 

 
 
2. Halfplex with Accessory Dwelling 
 I received an order to appraiser a semi-attached home (a "halfplex," from 
"half of a duplex"). It was in a neighborhood with other recent competing halfplex 
sales in a university town with very low vacancies. What made it complex was the 
detached one bedroom/one bath permitted accessory dwelling in the back yard, 
unique in my experience. Entry to the accessory dwelling was through the back 
yard with no separate public entrance.  
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 The accessory dwelling did not have separate utilities and was really the 
prototypical "granny unit." However, it could be legally rented. It was zoned single 
family residential.  
 Despite an extensive search of MLS and discussion with local market 
participants, no similar sales were found of an entry tier property with an accessory 
dwelling. 
 This is a halfplex with an accessory dwelling. It is clearly superior to a 
halfplex without the accessory dwelling but somewhat inferior to a duplex with 
separate utilities and entrances. I placed the subject above the halfplex sales and 
below the duplex sales.  
 I considered what the subject's market is and placed it in that market. I used 
qualitative analysis to get a sense for where the subject's market value should be. 
 
3.  Abandoned Home in the Forest 
 I assisted on an appraisal of an abandoned house in a forest that had not 
been maintained for at least 30 years. This was a highest and best use problem: 
what should the owners do with the property? The subject's condition was 
essentially unsalvageable; the existing improvements were a safety hazard. 
Additionally, environmental regulations placed severe restrictions on building on 
the site today. 
 Going back three years I found several examples in the county of 
unbuildable lots. These sales were my comparables. Recommendation to the 
client was to hold for a time when the subject's market had improved enough to 
make a sale feasible. 
 I expanded my market to include the entire county because of the rarity of 
unbuildable lots, expanded my time horizon for the search, and spent most of my 
effort on highest and best use. I was fortunate to partner with a very experienced 
appraiser to guide me with the highest and best use analysis and report write-up. 
 
4. Private Party Cohousing Assignment 
 Cohousing is a specialized form of planned development living designed 
specifically to encourage community. Management is participation based by the 
community and often based on consensus. Projects in my area have a large 
kitchen and dining area for the entire community to gather weekly for communal 
meals. Demand for cohousing is high with waiting lists and very few sales 
transacting formally through the local MLS.  
 I was asked to determine current market value for someone in a nearby 
cohousing community when the last sale in the community had occurred eight 
years prior. No one in the community wanted to sell during the collapse of the real 
estate market during the great recession. This appraisal was complex because of 
the lack of recent sales. 
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 To determine competitive sales, I examined sales in the cohousing 
community from prior to the housing market crash and compared those sales to 
others in nearby planned developments at that time.  
 I then looked at recent sales in those projects that competed with the 
subject's project prior to the housing crash. I used the recent sales from the 
competing projects plus I time adjusted forward the most recent sale in the 
subject's project (from 8 years ago) and used these as comparables. Indicated 
range of value was relatively narrow. I had competency in  
 cohousing because a mentor had introduced me to it in the past. This assignment 
has turned into three more at relatively high fees but with less time required 
because of my initial research. 
 

 
 
 
5. College City Eight Year Old Home Never Lived In  
 The subject was an average quality home built in 2006 that was never lived 
in on a one acre lot. It backs a cemetery and is located in College City, a small 
unincorporated community in Colusa County, northwest of Sacramento. There 
were sales in the closest town on normal density residential lots and on 10+ acre 
lots, with nothing in between.  
 Also, at the time, Colusa was covered by two MLS systems. Complex issues 
to deal with included the subject's near new condition, the subject's in between lot 
size, the subject's location backing a cemetery, and combining data from both MLS 
systems for market analysis.  
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 This assignment required me to focus on placing the subject. It sits between 
the in town residential market and the residential acreage market. The marginal 
difference for lot size in town is much higher than the difference for acreage 
properties.  
 Therefore, I adjusted the in town residential homes $1 per square foot up for 
lot variance and the acreage properties down $7,500 per acre to meet the subject 
in the middle. I used new construction to bracket the subject's not quite new (C2) 
condition. 
 To determine the impact of the subject's location next to the cemetery, I 
searched but found no sales at all in Colusa County adjacent to a cemetery going 
back 10 years. I found sales adjacent to cemeteries in nearby Yolo County and 
used these as proxies for the subject.  
 I interviewed market participants and conducted a survey of local real estate 
agents. The survey, interviews, and data from Yolo County all agreed-no impact 
from backing the cemetery.  
 Because of my experience in this market, combining data from the two MLS 
systems was just another step in the analysis. 
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7. Rapidly Changing Market 
 Interest rates have doubled in 2022 as I type this, hammering affordability 
for financed purchases. Most of the markets I cover have changed in 2022 from 
rapidly increasing to relatively stable or stable to declining. The graph below is 
relatively typical. This graph shows competitive sales from August 2020 to August 
2022 with a clear change in trend in late 2021-early 2022 from increasing to stable 
to declining. 
 

 
 
 
This graph shows competitive sales from August 2020 to August 2022 with a clear 
change in trend in late 2021-early 2022 from increasing to stable to declining.  
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Here's a graph of the same sales with a linear trendline through December, 2021: 
 

 
 
Suggestions for Moving into Complex Assignments 
 Here are some steps to take to build competency in complex residential 
assignments. 
 
• Build connections with other appraisers. I have a large pool of friends and 
colleagues I can approach for help. I trade emails with my friends daily and am a 
participant in three appraiser forums. 
• Join an appraiser organization. I am president of our local appraiser group. We 
meet monthly for classes and networking. Through the organization, I know more 
than 200 local appraisers and know who the experts are in my region. 
• Take classes to build your knowledge. I take classes to build my skills and 
increase the type of work I can complete. Don't just take the cheapest online 
courses to fill out your continuing education. I highly recommend taking good 
quantitative analysis classes like those put on by George Dell. You might see me 
there. www.valuemetrics.info/ for more information . 
• Considering getting designated. The education requirements will help you with 

http://www.valuemetrics.info/
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every complex assignment you do. 
• Find experienced appraisers willing to mentor you. When you get that next 
complex assignment, see if one of these folks are willing to partner with you. I am 
very fortunate to have had great mentors over the years. 
• Build a library of good appraisal books. Real Estate Damages by  Randall Bell, 
The Valuation Analyst by David Braun, and Valuation by Comparison by Mark 
Ratterman are all worth your time. Ann recommends Appraising the Tough Ones: 
Creative Ways to Value Complex Residential Properties by Frank E Harrison. 
• Join your local real estate board. Go to the meetings and tours to build your 
knowledge. Network with the real estate agents to build trust so when you call, 
someone answers. 
• When you find an unusual property, make a note of it. That unusual 
property may be a comparable in your complex assignment in six months. 
 
About the author 
 Joe Lynch, MNAA is a certified residential appraiser in Woodland, California 
with more than 20 years of experience. He is president of the corporate board of 
the Real Estate Appraisers Association, a California-based state appraisal 
organization, is a candidate for designation with the Appraisal Institute, and is a 
designated member of the National Association of Appraisers. 
 
Editor's Note: This article was originally published in this newsletter December 
2016 was updated by the author. 
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SEE ORIGINATION GRAPH BELOW – LOAN VOLUME FOR REFIS IS 
SIGNIFICANTLY DECLINING.  IN SOME AREAS, APPRAISAL FEES BY AMCs 
AND LENDERS ARE DECREASING DUE TO LOWER BIDDING FROM 
APPRAISERS. 
 
 
MBA Loan Application Index 1/19 TO 10/22 
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